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SUMMARY

Combining diverse experimental structural and interactomic methods allows for the construction of compre-
hensible molecular encyclopedias of biological systems. Typically, this involves merging several indepen-
dent approaches that provide complementary structural and functional information from multiple perspec-
tives and at different resolution ranges. A particularly potent combination lies in coupling structural
information from cryoelectron microscopy or tomography (cryo-EM or cryo-ET) with interactomic and struc-
tural information from mass spectrometry (MS)-based structural proteomics. Cryo-EM/ET allows for sub-
nanometer visualization of biological specimens in purified and near-native states, while MS provides bio-
analytical information for proteins and protein complexes without introducing additional labels. Here we
highlight recent achievements in protein structure and interactome determination using cryo-EM/ET that
benefit from additional MS analysis. We also give our perspective on how combining cryo-EM/ET and MS
will continue bridging gaps between molecular and cellular studies by capturing and describing 3D snap-
shots of proteomes and interactomes.
INTRODUCTION

Evolution has produced crowded, complex environments inside

of cells. Myriads of protein complexes, organelles, and mem-

branes form interaction networks, or interactomes, whose

aggregate behaviors constitute life. Visual proteomics is the

study of cell interactomes, the three-dimensional (3D) organiza-

tion of cell constituents, and, optionally, interactions between

cells in tissues. The field of visual proteomics is just beginning

to burgeon. Recently, millions of dollars in grant funding have

been awarded to over a dozen labs to build hardware and soft-

ware methods toward sub-nanometer visual proteomics of cells

(refer to chanzuckerberg.com for details). Several methods for

studying cellular life in molecular detail while retaining native or

near-native contextual information have taken hold in recent

years, including scanning electron microscopy (SEM), light mi-

croscopy, cryoelectron microscopy and tomography (cryo-EM/

ET), and mass spectrometry (MS). In this review, we report on

the confluence of direct 3D visualization of cellular interiors

with cryo-EM/ET and information on protein complexes and their

interactions obtained with MS. We discuss the combination of

cryo-EM/ET and MS, representing the highest-resolution label-

free approach currently possible—a combination we call label-

free visual proteomics. Furthermore, we discuss prospective

advances in label-free visual proteomics that may allow this
interdisciplinary field to answer fundamental biological questions

and to directly contribute to medicine.

Several additional methods in light microscopy and in situ la-

beling that should also advance the field of visual proteomics

are being developed. Currently, commercial cryo-fluorescent

light microscopes (cryo-FLMs) can localize fluorescent signals

inside biological specimens with resolutions on the order of hun-

dreds of nanometers. Several efforts toward cryo-super-resolu-

tion light microscopes (cryo-SRLMs) with precision on the order

of 10 nm or better are in development (for review, see Bauerlein

and Baumeister, 2021). Perhaps the most promising develop-

ment in SRLM is MINFLUX, which may localize proteins with

1–3 nm precision (Gwosch et al., 2020) if devitrification issues

with frozen specimens are first overcome. Multiple non-metal

EM tags for labeling and identifying proteins of interest vitrified

in situ have been proposed (Silvester et al., 2021; Tan et al.,

2021), yet are not in mainstream use and may disrupt native pro-

tein conditions. In this review, we focus on label-free MS ap-

proaches for detecting protein quantities, their modifications,

protein-protein interactions (PPIs), and protein complex compo-

nents in conjunction with cryo-EM/ET.

MS is a well-established analytical method for analyzing

ionized biomolecules, providing ion signal intensities as a func-

tion of the mass-to-charge ratio (Aebersold and Mann, 2003).

This method identifies and relatively quantifies proteins together
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with pinpointing their post-translational modifications (PTMs).

MS can also retrieve interactomic and low/medium-resolution

structural information (10–30 Å) from biological samples with

complexities ranging from purified protein samples to cellular

specimens. The second method we focus on is cryo-EM.

Cryo-EM can routinely produce high-resolution structures (2.5–

4.5 Å) of purified proteins and protein complexes by averaging

together images of thousands to millions of copies of the same

protein target. Cryo-ET can work with various in situ specimens

including intact cells to produce individual, low-resolution 3D re-

constructions, called tomograms (typically tens of angstroms).

Like cryo-EM, medium/high-resolution structures (3.5–20 Å)

may be obtained with cryo-ET by averaging thousands to hun-

dreds of thousands of copies of the same protein target. Cryo-

EM/ET and MS may be performed on samples from the same

specimen and without labels, making them highly complemen-

tary. In the literature, their combination has led to striking novel

insights into a variety of biological questions. Here we provide

a brief overview of cryo-EM/ET, followed by a description of

the current state of structural MS methods most relevant to their

combination with EM. Next, we highlight themost recent accom-

plishments achieved by combining cryo-EM and MS, focusing

on results that would have been unattainable using only one

method. We provide an update on the previously reviewed

complementarity of XL-MS- and EM-based methods (Schmidt

and Urlaub, 2017) and highlight studies that employ other struc-

tural MS techniques for aiding cryo-EM interpretation. Addition-

ally, we discuss novel approaches that incorporate MS-based

techniques into cryo-EM structural characterization of complex

samples. Next, we describe the benefits and limitations of per-

forming cryo-ET and XL-MS on in situ cellular specimens. Then

we discuss prospects of in situ cellular cryo-ET and XL-MS

and explain why this combination is a particularly attractive

method for integrative system-wide studies investigating snap-

shots of living cells. Last, we suggest several future directions

and frontiers that may be uniquely attainable by combining

MS- and EM-based methodologies, along with improvements

that are required to make visual proteomics with cryo-ET more

accessible and routine. We envision that implementation of

these approaches will provide a comprehensive basis for

coupling label-free EM andMSmethods as a link between struc-

tural, cellular, and systems biology.

Overview of cryo-EM approaches
During the past several years, cryo-EM has emerged as an

essential method for protein structure determination (Figure 1,

top). Cryo-EM is reviewed in this issue by by Saibil, 2022, so

here we only briefly introduce the core methods and concepts

most relevant for this review. Currently, cryo-EM encompasses

two major approaches: single-particle analysis (SPA) and cryoe-

lectron tomography (cryo-ET), which are used for determining

the structure of proteins, protein complexes, and morphologies

of more complex biological objects such as cells and tissues.

For both SPA and cryo-ET, the sample must be vitrified to pre-

serve it in its native or near-native state and protect it from the

vacuum of the electron microscope. SPA is primarily useful

when the sample is a solution of a purified protein with minimal

heterogeneity (for review, seeWu and Lander, 2020). The sample
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is applied to an EM grid, reduced to a thin film, and vitrified by

plunging into a cryogen (most often liquid ethane), trapping indi-

vidual protein complexes in a variety of orientations in a thin layer

of vitrified ice (Figure 1, top). Typically, hundreds to thousands of

high-magnification images of the vitrified sample are acquired

using a cryo-transmission electron microscope. Individual 2D

protein projection images are called ‘‘particles,’’ which typically

number in the thousands to hundreds of thousands. Large quan-

tities of data are required because the incident electron beam

onto the sample quickly deteriorates the proteins’ chemical

bonds, so exposures must be acquired using very low doses

of electrons, which results in images with very low signal-to-

noise ratio (SNR). This issue can be overcome by averaging suf-

ficient numbers of low-SNR particle images with sufficient

coverage of protein projection angles. Particles are selected

and computationally combined using the Fourier slice theorem

(Sigworth, 2016) to produce a 3D Coulomb potential density

map from each homogeneous protein subset. This process is

routinely performed with well-established software packages

like CryoSparc (Punjani et al., 2017) and Relion (Scheres, 2012,

2020). The resolution of the 3D map depends on several factors,

most critically the structural rigidity and homogeneity of the sam-

ple itself. The most well-behaved sample, apoferritin, has been

used to demonstrate that cryo-EM can produce structures with

resolutions up to 1.2 Å (Nakane et al., 2020; Yip et al., 2020);

more typical resolutions are in the range of 2.5–4.5 Å (Lawson

et al., 2011).

Complex and unique environments, such as cell interiors, are

typically not amenable to SPA cryo-EM due to much higher de-

grees of heterogeneity. Instead, cryo-ET is performed by collect-

ing sequential cryo-EM images of the area of interest while tilting

the specimen stage in the microscope (for review, see Turk and

Baumeister, 2020). Due to electron beam damage of the sample,

each 2D image projection is collected with a fraction of the elec-

tron dose typically used in SPA. These series of 2D image projec-

tions, or tilt-series, are then computationally aligned and com-

bined to produce 3D reconstructions, called tomograms. After

plunge freezing, tilt-series for cellular specimens thinner than

�500 nm may be collected as described above. However, to

visualize the in situ structure of interiors of cells thicker than

�500 nm, more complicated approaches are required due to

fundamental electron transparency limits in cryo-TEMs (for re-

view, see Bauerlein and Baumeister, 2021). While cellular spec-

imens up to �5 mm thick can be successfully vitrified by plunge

freezing (Mahamid et al., 2016), for thicker specimens a high-

pressure freezer (HPF) is required. HPF freezing is done under

near-instantaneous high pressure, which provides vitrification

throughout the whole volume of specimens up to 100–200 mm

(Harapin et al., 2015). Subsequently, the vitrified specimen is

transferred to a cryo-focused ion beam scanning electronmicro-

scope (cryo-FIB/SEM) where large portions of the material are

ablated (FIB-milled) in situ to create thin volumes, called lamellae

(typically 100–300 nm thick). Lamellae prepared from plunge-

frozen cells are typically several microns in each cross-sectional

direction, whereas lamellae prepared from high-pressure-frozen

grids using either the cryo-liftout (Schaffer et al., 2019) or waffle

method (Kelley et al., 2020) may be tens of microns in

each cross-sectional direction. The resulting lamellae are



Figure 1. Schematic overview of EMandMSapproaches described in this review, and illustrated by twodomains of AMPAprotein in complex
with auxiliary subunit g5
Shown is PDB: 7RYY. The initial sample is an intact organism, tissue, or cells. SPA cryo-EM and nMS require purification of the protein or protein complex of
interest, while ex situ XL-MS and shotgun proteomics work with both purified proteins or protein complexes and highly heterogeneous samples like whole-cell
lysates. In situ XL-MS and cryo-ET can be applied to intact samples; however, for samples thicker than �500 nm, thinning with FIB-milling must be performed
prior to cryo-ET imaging. Eachmethod provides complementary information about the biological system of interest, which is combined later to answer a variety of
biological questions.
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cross-sections of the biological system in both space and time

due to the specimen being frozen. The FIB-milled sample is

then transferred to the cryo-TEM, where tilt-series may be

collected and reconstructed into tomograms, allowing spatial

visualization and interpretation of biological systems of interest

in situ. Individual objects of interest, including proteins, protein

complexes, and cellular membranes, are then identified and

segmented out of the 3D tomograms to improve the analyses.

Alignment and classification of repeating objects, called sub-

tomogram processing, is used to achieve higher-resolution

structures, which may subsequently be mapped back into the

3D tomograms for higher-fidelity visualization. After every step

in these cryo-ET sample preparation and collection workflows,

cryo-FLM may be performed to help localize objects of interest

or confirm the collection from the areas with objects of interest.

The sample preparation (for review, see Turk and Baumeister,

2020) and data analysis workflows (for review, see Leigh et al.,

2019; Pyle and Zanetti, 2021) are continually under develop-

ment. As we describe herein, multiple MS approaches can be

used concurrently to critically supplement and helpwith interpre-

tation in cryo-ET analysis of cellular specimens.

Current state of MS-based structural proteomics
Structural proteomics has been used as an umbrella term

describing a variety of approaches, including those that use

structural mass spectrometric analyses of protein samples.
Among them, several can provide structural information on pro-

tein- and system-wide levels. In this review we focus on shotgun

proteomics, native mass spectrometry, and crosslinking mass

spectrometry, as these techniques are most used for structural

studies in combination with cryo-EM (Britt et al., 2021). Several

other approaches, including thermal proteome profiling (TPP,

also referred to as cellular thermal shift assay MS [CETSA-

MS]), top-downMS (TD-MS or denaturingMS), hydrogen-deute-

rium exchange MS (HDX-MS), covalent labeling, complexome

profiling, and limited proteolysis MS (LiP-MS), are not discussed

here, although we recognize their potential in integrative struc-

tural biology; for reviews of structural MS-based approaches,

see Lössl et al., 2016; Britt et al., 2021; Wittig and Mala-

carne, 2021.

The first approach we will discuss is shotgun proteomics

(Figure 1, bottom), a well-established technique that examines

complex protein mixtures by digesting the proteins into peptides

and analyzing the peptide mixture by a combination of high-per-

formance liquid chromatography (HPLC) andMS. This technique

is used for both qualitative (protein identification) and quantita-

tive (protein abundance) characterization of proteins, which

can be extended to include mappings of PTMs. Shotgun prote-

omics can reliably identify proteins as well as provide their rela-

tive and absolute quantities (Pan et al., 2009) and is now exten-

sively optimized and automated across laboratories and

instruments. As an input, it requires several millions of cells or
Molecular Cell 82, January 20, 2022 287
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several hundred nanograms of purified protein material per run.

With the current state-of-the-art setups, �80% of proteins ex-

pressed in a single cell type can be characterized within 2 days

(Nagaraj et al., 2012). In general, sample preparation starts

with cell lysis, followed by protein denaturation through addition

of chaotropic agents. Next, reduction and alkylation reagents are

applied to break disulfide bridges, followed by the addition of

proteases to digest the proteins into peptides. The resulting pep-

tide mixture is then desalted and injected into a mass spectrom-

eter coupled to an online HPLC peptide separation platform,

which is used to separate potentially hundreds of thousands of

peptides over a liquid chromatography (LC) separation gradient.

The LC gradient set-up time typically ranges from 15min for pro-

tein complexes to several hours for cell lysates. Subsequently,

peptides are ionized through electrospray ionization (ESI), then

the resulting peptide ions are guided into the mass spectrom-

eter. Data acquisition uses so-called tandem MS (MS2, MS/

MS) strategies, in which each cycle consists of a survey scan

to record the precursor masses of the peptides eluting at that

point followed by mass selection and fragmentation of precur-

sors of interest. For the analysis of specific PTMs, the sample

preparation workflow can be complemented with an enrichment

or sample-fractionation step as well as alternative data-acquisi-

tion strategies or fragmentation methods. The acquired data are

analyzed with various fully automated software platforms (for re-

view, see Chen et al., 2020). Another elegant technique based on

shotgun proteomics is affinity purification mass spectrometry

(AP-MS), where typically an organism is genetically modified to

express one protein (the bait protein) with an enrichment handle

(Gingras et al., 2007). If the interaction is sufficiently stable, inter-

acting partners (preys) will be co-purified with the bait. As the

enrichment strategy can give rise to background proteins, a con-

trol is employed to distinguish the background from the true in-

teractors (Mellacheruvu et al., 2013). High-speed AP-MS has

been developed where over 100 samples per day can be

measured (Hosp et al., 2015), allowing this method to serve as

an extensive source of protein interaction information.

A second approach is native MS (nMS, Figure 1, middle), an

MS-based technique that directly works on intact proteins and

protein complexes by circumventing the denaturing step,

thereby providing a bridge between interactomics and structural

biology (for review, see Bolla et al., 2019; Vimer et al., 2020; Tam-

ara et al., 2021). In nMS, proteins or protein complexes are first

buffer-exchanged into a MS-compatible buffer that minimally

disturbs their native structural organization, including inter- and

intra-molecular connections. Sample in the MS-compatible

buffer is then injected directly into the mass spectrometer to

measure the mass of the intact protein complex. For a single

nMSmeasurement, a few microliters of micromolar sample con-

centration, which are typically made in-house, are injected

through the static needle. From the detected intact mass and

when the masses of complex components are known, conclu-

sions can be made about the stoichiometry of each subunit in

the complex. In addition, the ionized assemblies can be mass-

selected and subjected to fragmentation conditions to investi-

gate the relative strength of the binding of the different subunits

as well as to obtain masses of each individual component.

Furthermore, this approach can also be coupled to ion mobility
288 Molecular Cell 82, January 20, 2022
to approximate the cross-section and thus size and shape of

the assembly. There is no theoretical restriction on how big the

assembly of interest could be, with reports as high as tens of

megadaltons (Miller et al., 2021). However, increased sample

heterogeneity, as for instance introduced by extensive protein

glycosylation, interferes with unambiguous assignments of stoi-

chiometries. Despite that, nMS provides an ideal method to test

potential heterogeneity in samples as it can easily identify and

quantify different co-occurring protein complex states (Snijder

et al., 2017).

A third approach that can bridge the gap between EM and MS

is crosslinkingMS (XL-MS) (Figure 1, bottom). XL-MS has gained

substantial traction in the past decade and has been reviewed

extensively by Leitner et al., 2014; Yu and Huang, 2017; O’Reilly

and Rappsilber, 2018. XL-MS supplies distance and orientation

constraints for specific residues at low/medium-resolution

(10–30 Å) (Rappsilber, 2011). The workflow is similar to the stan-

dard shotgun proteomics pipeline but typically requires at least

10 mg of protein complex or several millions of cells. Another dif-

ference from shotgun proteomics is the chemical crosslinking re-

actions and fractionation or enrichment steps that increase the

number of identified crosslinked peptides. In the crosslinking re-

action, small chemical reagents are introduced that contain a

spacer arm with an amine reactive group on both ends (Belsom

and Rappsilber, 2021). During this step, the crosslinking reagent

covalently links amino acids in proximity both within and be-

tween proteins. Next, the standard shotgun proteomics steps

and additional fractionation or enrichment are performed, result-

ing in covalently linked peptide pair products that can be identi-

fied byMS. The final output of an XL-MS experiment are distance

constraints within and between proteins defining, for example,

PPI interfaces (Schmidt and Urlaub, 2017). XL-MS data acquisi-

tion strategies are typically similar to those used in the shotgun

proteomics workflows but can vary depending on the crosslink-

ing reagent used (Stieger et al., 2019).

INTEGRATIVE STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY: COMBINING
OUTPUT DATA FROM MS AND CRYO-EM

Shotgun MS-based proteomics and cryo-EM
The ability for shotgun proteomics to identify all proteins in a

sample, complete with disparate PTMs, is useful for cryo-EM

data interpretation (Table 1, top). At typical resolutions in cryo-

EM, densities in protein regions with small, heterogeneous, or

flexible PTMs are often not resolved well enough to comprehen-

sively characterize the PTMs’ compositions. At the same time,

these unresolved regions do suggest the presence of PTMs,

which can be aligned to those extracted by shotgun proteomics

even thoughMSmethods typically analyze the mixture of all pro-

teoforms present in the sample. For example, in a study byGreen

et al., 2021, the cryo-EM density map of the plant ion channel

GLR3.4 contained a bulky density that was hypothesized to be

glutathionylation (GSH). As this PTM is rare, shotgun proteomics

was used to conclusively show its presence. PTMs can also have

a direct effect on protein complex assemblies, e.g., when mono-

mers may assemble into oligomers. Comprehensive mapping of

PTMs on cryo-EM structures of brain-derived tau filaments

highlighted distinct PTM profiles depending on tauopathy



Table 1. Combining EM and MS output data in integrative structural biology

Approach Key features Sample amounts Time requirements Examples

EM + shotgun

proteomics

dex situ

dpeptide-level information

drequires genetic

modifications (AP-MS)

dhigh throughput

d�100 ng for purified

proteins and protein

complexes

dfrom several cells in

advanced single-cell

proteomics pipelines up to

millions of cells for standard

pipelines

dsample preparation:

overnight digestion, several

hours for fractionation

dMS data acquisition: 3 h

runs for lysates, 2–3 h per

fraction for fractionated

lysates, 60–90 min for

purified protein or protein

complexes

dPTM mapping (Green et al.,

2021; Arakhamia et al., 2020)

dPTM sequencing (Hurdiss

et al., 2020)

dprotein identification from

heterogeneous mixtures

(Verbeke et al., 2018)

based on PDB: 7LZH (Green

et al., 2021)

EM + native MS dex situ

dprotein identification is

limited by sample

heterogeneity

drequires MS-compatible

buffer

dlow throughput

dseveral microliters of

micromolar protein solutions

per run (2–3 microliters of �5

micromolar solution)

dsample preparation: 3–5 h

for buffer exchange (multiple

samples in parallel)

dMS data acquisition: up to

10–20 min per sample

dprotein complex

composition and

stoichiometry (Snijder et al.,

2017; Ahdash et al., 2017)

dsmall molecule binding

(Cater et al., 2021)

dcryo-EM sample screening

(Olinares et al., 2021)

based on PDB: 7MJS (Cater

et al., 2021)

EM + XL-MS dex situ, in situ

dstructural information at low

and intermediate resolution

dpeptide-level information

dhigh throughput

dex situ: concentrations of

1 mg/mL are optimal but can

be as low as 0.2 mg/mL;

minimum 10 mg of protein or

protein complex, but 100 mg

is optimal

din situ: varies based on cell

type; tens of millions of

mammalian cells is generally

enough

same as in shotgun

proteomics but with

30–60 min for crosslinking

reaction and mandatory

fractionation

dprotein complex

stabilization (Kenner et al.,

2019; Huang et al., 2020)

dmodel validation (Yan et al.,

2019; Dijkman et al., 2021)

dmodel building (Shakeel

et al., 2019; Albanese et al.,

2020)

dvalidation of interaction

interface (Fagerlund et al.,

2017; Meyer et al., 2019)

dstructural details for SMC-

kleisin complexes (B€urmann

et al., 2019; Taschner et al.,

2021; Yu et al., 2021b)

based on PDB: 6QLE

(Yan et al., 2019)

Overview of the key features of each described MS-based technique, sample amounts, time requirements, and highlighted reports of combinations of EM and MS output data. Example panels

are based on PDB: 7LZH (Green et al., 2021), PDB: 7MJS (Cater et al., 2021), and PDB: 6QLE (Yan et al., 2019).
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(Arakhamia et al., 2020). In this study, a combination of cryo-EM

and shotgun proteomics pinpointed the role of ubiquitination as

the mediator of interaction interfaces between protofilaments,

where different ubiquitination positions led to a wide diversity

of tau filament structures. Glycosylation is another PTM that is

readily visible in cryo-EM densities. In a study by Hurdiss et al.,

2020, the cryo-EM structure of coronavirus-HKU1 hemagglutinin

esterase was extensively complemented by shotgun proteomics

data focused on the analysis of glycosylated peptides. Taken

together, glycoproteomics and cryo-EM resolved the details of

glycans covering the surface of the virus.

While MS-based proteomics is unable to directly provide pro-

tein structural information, its quantitative capabilities are useful

in investigating protein complexes from whole-cell lysates. To

achieve this, thecomplexitymustfirstbe reducedwithnear-native

pre-fractionation at the protein level by, for example, size-exclu-

sion chromatography (SEC) (Foster et al., 2006). Proteins associ-

ated as a protein complex will elute together, which is also clearly

visible in the detected abundance traces over the fractions. This

approach was extended by Verbeke et al., 2018 by including

negative-stain EM analysis of each SEC fraction, enabling the

structural characterization of the identified complexes. Termed

shotgun-EM, this integrative method allows for more heteroge-

neous samples than in standard SPA to be performed on purified

protein targets. At the same time, shotgun-EM has an advantage

of preserving near-native protein interaction landscapes. Based

on theMS output data, hundreds of protein complexes from frac-

tionated HEK293 cell lysate were cross-correlated with the top

threeEMdensitiesderived from the negative-stainEMdata.While

two densities were identified as two different versions of protea-

somes, the third one was left unassigned, highlighting the need

for more complex experimental designs including supplementary

sources of structural information.

Based on the protein abundance derived from shotgun prote-

omics data, the stoichiometry of the individual proteins in a com-

plex of known partners can be estimated (Hosp et al., 2015). For

discovering the new protein complexes on a system-wide level

at near-native conditions (Krogan et al., 2006), amodified version

of shotgun proteomics, termed AP-MS, is applied. One of the

advantages of AP-MS is the integration of a genetically incorpo-

rated enrichment handle on the protein of interest, which simul-

taneously can be used for the purification of the corresponding

protein complex for SPA cryo-EM. AP-MS in its current state is

a powerful tool that pinpoints thousands of PPIs (Huttlin et al.,

2021; Michaelis et al., 2021). The potential combination of AP-

MS and EM has recently been reviewed in more detail by

Chowdhury et al., 2020.

nMS and cryo-EM
nMS has progressed rapidly over the past few years (Britt et al.,

2021; Tamara et al., 2021). Most importantly, the method has

become accessible to a wider community due to technological

advances, software developments, and optimization of sample

preparation and separation approaches. From the perspective

of combining nMS output data with cryo-EM (Table 1, middle),

nMS can be used as an initial assessment of the targets of inter-

est, which is particularly useful for heterogeneous systems.

Snijder et al., 2017 have demonstrated the power of nMS com-
290 Molecular Cell 82, January 20, 2022
bined with SPA cryo-EM by applying them to a highly dynamic

circadian oscillator system in cyanobacteria composed of the

proteins KaiC, KaiB, and KaiA. nMS determined complex forma-

tion details and established that structural heterogeneity could

be reduced by assembling the complex in vitro at lower temper-

atures. These optimized conditions were used in cryo-EM that

completed the characterization and provided the structure of

the fully assembled KaiCBA complex at 4.7 Å resolution. In the

case where structures of complex components are available,

nMS can be used to extend the structure of existing oligomeric

assemblies. Ahdash et al., 2017 applied nMS to demonstrate

that HerA is primarily represented by a heptamer, and after vali-

dation with 2D class averages generated by cryo-EM, the model

of the hexamer was extended to a heptamer by means of molec-

ular docking.

As high-resolution nMS is capable of measuring mass differ-

ences on the order of a single amino acid, it is commonly applied

to analyze the binding of small molecules including drugs and

lipids (Bennett et al., 2021; Keener et al., 2021). In the case of

membrane protein transporters, both the lipid environment of

the membrane regions and the lipid cargo itself can be defined

with high precision and confidence (Cater et al., 2021). We antic-

ipate that as the resolution of SPA cryo-EM increases for mem-

brane proteins (already typically below 3.5 Å), more structures

will allow lipid densities in membrane regions to be resolved.

For membrane proteins, nMS indicates precisely how many lipid

molecules and which lipids are directly involved in membrane

protein functionality (Bolla et al., 2020; Gault et al., 2020). Com-

bined with cryo-EM, nMS is poised to become an attractive

approach for comprehensive characterization of membrane pro-

tein-bound lipid environments (Chorev et al., 2018).

In SPA cryo-EM, sample integrity and overall quality depend in

part on the buffer conditions used to prepare the sample just

prior to freezing it on the EM grid. As opposed to negative-stain

EM sample screening, nMS does not introduce artifacts and al-

lows for the identification of appropriate buffer conditions at

which protein complexes are less heterogeneous, more stable,

and represent the desired complex composition. While nMS re-

quires a dedicated, experienced operator, it can be done within

5–6 h for several samples and may be applied to screen sample

buffer conditions prior to vitrification instead of preparing and

screening multiple cryo-EM grids, which, with data analysis,

takes about 1 day per sample. Olinares et al., 2021 have demon-

strated this nMS screening approach on several examples,

including capturing the correct complex state for 3 out of 4

distinct protein complex targets. In the fourth case, nMS showed

a single intact protein complex peak, but after classification of

particles picked from EM micrographs, only 20% of these parti-

cles represented the same complex composition detected with

nMS. Most particles found by cryo-EM represented the more

complete version of the protein complex, indicating its partial

dissociation during nMS analysis. It is important to emphasize

that despite the relative ionic strength and pH being maintained

in the MS-compatible buffer, in some cases protein stability and

solubility issues may arise due to the buffer-exchange step as

well as due to consequences of the electrospray process and

the transition from solution into gas phase. Nonetheless, nMS

screening of cryo-EM samples has several advantages, such
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as relative simplicity, accessibility, and low sample consumption

(on the order of micrograms). Also, the recently introduced

setup for online buffer exchange for nMS analysis (VanAernum

et al., 2020) allows for the buffer-exchange step into MS-

compatible buffers to occur within the instrument, instead of

buffer exchanging for hours. With multiple MS-compatible

buffers introduced, this modification significantly increases the

screening speed and sample throughput, resulting in assess-

ment of the sample quality within minutes.

XL-MS and cryo-EM
XL-MS witnessed a strong uptake in use, as this technique most

naturally aligns with cryo-EM approaches (Table 1, bottom). XL-

MS is capable of extracting distance constraints from highly flex-

ible regions, making it highly complementary to cryo-EM. In

addition, XL-MS is compatible with the same sample conditions,

with the exception of Tris-containing buffers when N-hydroxy-

succinimide (NHS) chemistry is used, for which the buffer usually

can be exchanged (e.g., to HEPES). XL-MS also requires low

sample amounts, in the order of 100 mg of protein-purified com-

plex per experiment. With advances in sample preparation tech-

niques, MS instrumentation, and data analysis platforms, XL-MS

has progressed from a niche application to a method of choice

since 2014 (for review, see Schmidt and Urlaub, 2017). XL-MS

has been applied to study PPIs for ex situ samples including pu-

rified proteins and protein complexes, cell lysates, and extracel-

lular vesicles aswell as in situ specimens including intact isolated

organelles, prokaryotic cells, biopolymers, and tissues. In gen-

eral, XL-MS studies are conducted separately from the cryo-

EM pipeline, then output data from each approach are com-

bined. Highlighting their compatibility even further, crosslinking

reagents have also seen direct use in cryo-EM to prevent the

disruption of unstable or transient protein complexes during vitri-

fication, resulting in an effect similar to the gradient fixation

approach (GraFix, Stark, 2010). Among many examples, when

only the crosslinking reaction is performed without further iden-

tification of the crosslinked peptides, this approach helped, e.g.,

to obtain an EMdensity of themulti-subunit eIF2B:eIF2 and eIF2-

B:eIF2a systems (Kenner et al., 2019). It is, however, beneficial to

perform the full XL-MS pipeline as the provided distance con-

straints can be used to guide and validate structures generated

from cryo-EM densities of the stabilized protein complex (Huang

et al., 2020).

Validation of structures derived from cryo-EM data is the most

straightforward integration of XL-MS. Both pipelines can run in

parallel, and after building the model based on the cryo-EM

data, XL-MS restraints can be mapped onto the model to vali-

date its quality (Yan et al., 2019; Dijkman et al., 2021). For regions

that are not resolved at high resolution due to physiologically

relevant conformational dynamics, XL-MS characterization can

additionally guide model building and highlight domain move-

ments, including, for example, highly flexible N-terminal tails

(Shakeel et al., 2019; Albanese et al., 2020). Another integration

method is to employ the distance restraints from XL-MS to guide

placement of components of a protein complex within a negative

stain or low/medium-resolution cryo-EM density (8.1 Å) and to

confirm protein interaction sites (Fagerlund et al., 2017; Lee

et al., 2020). This is especially useful for cryo-ET, which
commonly produces low/medium-resolution structures (Meyer

et al., 2019). This complementarity of low/medium-resolution

EM/ET maps with XL-MS distance restraints for modeling pro-

tein complexes has also been demonstrated for low-resolution

cryo-EM by Bullock et al., 2018. With a sophisticated modeling

approach applied to a set of known protein complexes, the au-

thors show that complex structures can be modeled more pre-

cisely when both EM and XL-MS information are used together

with their scoring function as opposed to structures modeled

with each method separately.

An area where the combination of XL-MS and cryo-EM partic-

ularly shines is for protein structures of elongated complexes

with dynamic coiled-coil regions. B€urmann et al., 2019 first

reported this approach for structural maintenance of chromo-

somes (SMC)-kleisin complexes from yeast. In this study, nega-

tive-stain EM and 2D classes obtained with cryo-EM were used

to access the complex morphology. Additional analysis of Muk-

BEF and cohesin with XL-MS provided information about flexible

regions for each of the components based on the positions of the

crosslinked residues. This allowed for reliable localization of the

head, arm, midpoints, and hinge regions of the protein complex.

Both Taschner et al., 2021 and Yu et al., 2021b utilized a similar

approach for the SMC5/6 complex from yeast in the presence of

the ‘‘non-SMC elements’’ subunits.

Structural proteomics and cryo-EM in integrative
modeling
In structural biology, integrative modeling refers to the combina-

tion of multiple sources of input data for molecular docking that

result in a comprehensible 3D model of the structure of interest.

An illustrative, tour-de-force example was the deciphering of the

nuclear pore complex (NPC) structure using MS-based prote-

omics, XL-MS, nMS, cryo-ET, and the integrative modeling plat-

form (IMP) (Kim et al., 2018). The NPC is a large macromolecular

machine that mediates transport between the nucleus and cyto-

plasm with a mass of �52 MDa when isolated or �87 MDa

including the membrane, cargo, and nuclear transport factors

(NTFs). To assess the complex stoichiometry and composition,

nMS and quantitative shotgun proteomics were used alongside

phospholipid analyses and calibrated imaging analysis of GFP-

tagged nucleoporin family proteins. XL-MS on the purified cross-

linked complex resulted in more than 3,000 unique distance re-

straints derived from two parallel experiments with different

crosslinking reagents. Cryo-ET provided low-resolution EM

maps (�28 Å) that depicted the overall complex morphology.

Taken together, the data produced by these approaches were

combined with previously published information and used in a

sophisticated modeling pipeline based on IMP (Russel et al.,

2012), which resulted in the intact structure of the yeast NPC

with sub-nanometer precision for interaction interfaces.

Recently, the yeast NPC structure has been solved at much

higher resolutions (7–11 Å), with a root mean square deviation

between scaffold proteins of both structures of �8 Å for main

Ca chains (Akey et al., 2021).

Integrative pipelines are not limited to purified protein com-

plexes. For example, the C. thermophilum interactome has

been extensively studied by a combination of negative-

stain EM, cryo-EM, MS-based proteomics, XL-MS, and
Molecular Cell 82, January 20, 2022 291
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Figure 2. Data workflows for generating molecular encyclopedias
(A) Ex situ data generation workflow for samples prepared from whole-cell lysates. First, samples are lysed and fractionated to reduce the sample complexity.
Next, each fraction is subjected to XL-MS or shotgun-EM in parallel. From the generated data, structural models of protein complexes are generated in two ways.
In the case of integrative structural modeling, structural models of individual proteins are generated computationally, and then models of protein complexes are
assembled with input from XL-MS and shotgun-EM. Alternatively, structural models of protein complexes are generated computationally, and then the best
models are chosen based on XL-MS and shotgun-EM data.
(B) In situ data generation workflow for creatingmolecular encyclopedias. Samples are first crosslinkedwith amembrane-permeable reagent and processed as in
the proteome-wide XL-MS workflow. For acquiring in situ cryo-ET data, samples are vitrified in their intact state either by plunge-freezing or HPF. In the case of
thin-edge plunge-frozen cell experiments, cryo-ET data are collected from the thin cellular areas where FIB-milling is not required. For all other cryo-ET ex-
periments, including HPF samples and thick cellular regions, an additional FIB-milling step is performed to obtain thin lamellae.
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restraints-driven docking (Kastritis et al., 2017). The whole or-

ganism was lysed, fractionated by SEC, and then subjected to

both MS and EM pipelines in parallel (similar to the shotgun-

EM approach discussed above). To increase the amount of

structural information, XL-MS was added to the standard prote-

omics pipeline and the cryo-EM data supplemented with the

negative-stain EM. Combined with computational predictions,

this analysis characterized the abundance and interaction inter-

faces of 108 protein complexes, comprising one-third of the

whole C. thermophilum proteome. Data derived from EM and

XL-MS were used to create and validate a computationally pre-

dicted interaction network. At the same time, both pipelines pro-

vided biological insights on their own: shotgun-cryo-EM allowed

for structural determination of otherwise elusive intermediate

proteins in fatty acid synthesis, while the constraints derived

from XL-MS were used to predict interaction interfaces by

means of restraints-guided protein-protein docking with

HADDOCK (van Zundert et al., 2016). This study serves as an

example of how modified shotgun-EM combined with XL-MS

can significantly increase the amount and depth of information

one can obtain for cell systems of interest.

We anticipate that based on the pipeline suggested by Kastri-

tis et al., 2017, it is possible to build molecular encyclopedias for

cells and biological systems consisting of proteome-wide

interaction interface models created by integrative structural

modeling (Figure 2). Also, as the system of interest is lysed prior
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to analysis, many diverse samples can be studied with the pro-

posed approach described below (Figure 2A). First, the samples

are lysed, then fractionated, and the structural information from

each fraction is obtained by XL-MS and modified shotgun-cryo-

EM. Next, the initial structures of individual proteins are gener-

ated computationally with, for example, AlphaFold 2 (Jumper

et al., 2021) or RoseTTAfold (Baek et al., 2021), which have

recently emerged as promising methods for structural model

prediction. Computationally predicted structures still must be

validated biologically, biochemically, and biophysically, espe-

cially in cases when the protein target has no close homology

models, physiologically relevant conformational states, or intrin-

sically disordered regions. Nonetheless, both methods have

already been applied to the proteome-wide structural interac-

tome investigations of yeast (Humphreys et al., 2021) and human

proteomes in combination with XL-MS data. (Burke et al., 2021).

Then, generated models of individual proteins can be combined

with the system-wide XL-MS and EM data and subjected to inte-

grative structural modeling with IMP (Russel et al., 2012) or

Assembline (Rantos et al., 2021). With the introduction of

AlphaFold-Multimer (Evans et al., 2021), structures of protein

complexes can also be predicted. In this case, low/medium-res-

olution densities derived from shotgun-EM and restraints infor-

mation from XL-MS can be used for several purposes: (1) valida-

tion of protein complex models, (2) differentiation between

possible structures from a variety of the modeling predictions,
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and (3) adjusting the positions of the components within the ob-

tained protein complex structures. Similarly, if the approximate

interaction interface regions are known, defining flexibility for

those known regions at the docking step has the potential to ac-

count for the proteins that undergo significant structural rear-

rangement when forming a complex. Ultimately, with cryo-ET

reaching higher resolutions at a system-wide level and with

further development of proteome-wide in situ XL-MS, computa-

tional predictions could be combined with these more native in

situ approaches (Figure 2B), which we extensively discuss

below. A similar approach has been utilized in deciphering the

structure of the human NPC based on computational predictions

and cryo-ET data (Mosalaganti et al., 2021).

NOVEL PIPELINES

Integration of MS-based approaches into cryo-EM
The next logical step after combining EM andMSoutput data but

before combining hardware would be to incorporate MS tools

into the cryo-EM pipeline. Here we describe in detail two novel

solutions: (1) dedicated cryoID software (Ho et al., 2020) and

(2) build and retrieve, or BaR (Su et al., 2021). Both approaches

are complementary to each other and have the potential to

extend the structural biologists’ toolbox.

Analogous to bottom-up proteomics, in which protein identifi-

cations are built up from peptides as the smallest building blocks,

cryoID can be viewed as a bottom-up structural proteomics tool.

The 20amino acids are combined into 6 smaller groups,with each

groupmade of amino acids with similar cryo-EM densities for the

side chains. For maps better than 4 Å, cryoID assigns protein res-

idue side chain identities in the form of 6-letter codes based on

structural features. Predicted sequences are then eventually

used to screen across a list of potential candidates identified by

MS-basedproteomicsperformedon the corresponding fractions.

In the proof-of-concept study (Ho et al., 2020), cryoID was first

successfully tested on EM maps from the Electron Microscopy

Data Bank (EMDB) (Lawson et al., 2011). The authors then tested

cryoID on new cryo-EM data from sucrose gradient fractions of

P. falciparum lysate wherein sets of cryo-EM densities were pro-

cessed to the highest possible resolution using cryoSPARC and

Relion. In addition to EMDB structures and several previously

known protein complexes, cryoID has been successfully applied

to elucidate a near-native structure of the RhopH complex, which

wasnot possible tomodelwithconventional structural biologyap-

proaches (Ho et al., 2021). It is important to emphasize that the re-

ported cryoID approach is not an alternative to in situ cryo-ET

pipelines that capture systems of interest in their near-native

states in their biological contexts. Current literature using cryoID

explores structures obtained from lysates of single organisms

and suggests that native interactomes are affected by a loss of

transient or weak interactions. Themolecular weight (MW) of pro-

teins reported using cryoID varies in the range of 435 kDa to

788 kDa, leaving low-MW and megadalton complexes unex-

plored. Also, the reported pipeline only addresses targets in the

soluble parts of the proteome.

BaR is suitable for, but not limited to, thecharacterizationof low-

abundanceproteinsandmembraneproteins.Cellular samplesare

lysed, thensolubilized inadetergent followedby incorporation into
nanodiscs andSECenrichment. After extensive cryo-EM imaging,

data analysis is performed with BaR as follows: initial cryo-EM

maps are used as starting models for independent 3D heteroge-

neous classification and refinement after particle stacks are

cleaned with 2D classification. Simultaneously, nMS and shotgun

proteomics are used to confirm the presence of the target protein

complexes in the sample. TheBaRpipeline is exemplified inE. coli

K12 crude cell membranes and raw cell lysates producing EM

maps with resolutions between 2.2 and 3.6 Å for the proteins in

theMW range of 111 kDa to 363 kDa, both for cytosolic andmem-

brane targets. One of the advantages of BaR is the omission of

protein purification, which for some targets is the only available

approach. In another example, BaR was applied to the E. coli

BL21(DE3)DacrB cells to overexpress the otherwise elusive

93 kDa membrane protein, Burkholderia pseudomallei hopanoid

biosynthesis-associated RND (BpHpN, from the family of resis-

tance-nodulation-cell division or RND transporters). Due to its

low expression levels, previous attempts at purifying this target

have failed. With BaR, an EM density of BpHpN was obtained at

�3.6 Å resolution.BaR iscomparable to thecryoIDpipeline for sol-

uble proteins for near-native protein structure characterization.

For membrane proteins investigated with BaR, extraction with

detergentmight alter the native protein structure and higher-order

structural assemblies despite subsequent incorporation into

nanodiscs.LikecryoID,BaRdoesnot capture transientorweak in-

teractions and thus far has only been applied to complexes in the

lower-MWrange,withamaximumMWof363kDa.Another impor-

tant limitation is the large number of cryo-EM micrographs

required to achieve high resolution.

For both cryoID and BaR, nMS and shotgun proteomics are

essential for identification purposes, which significantly sim-

plifies the assignment of cryo-EM densities from the heteroge-

neous sample. Combining cryoID and BaR with XL-MS on ly-

sates will lead to stabilizing transient and weak interactions,

allowing for previously unreported parts of the interactome to

be resolved. XL-MS will also stabilize higher-order protein orga-

nization, and identification of distance constraints will help guide

the integrative modeling to uncover higher-order protein com-

plex assemblies. Ultimately, comprehensive XL-MS character-

ization could pave the road toward identifying densities pro-

duced with BaR and cryoID sample preparation that are not

readily assignable to known protein complexes. BaR and cryoID

target different parts of the proteome and various MW ranges,

suggesting a need for their simultaneous application, or even

integrating both methods into a single pipeline for a more com-

plete characterization of biological systems of interest.

FROM STRUCTURES TO SYSTEMS

Snapshots of living cells: The need for in situ cryo-ET
cellular structural interactomics
Most biological processes within living cells require a higher or-

der of functional organization than a single molecule. Signal

transfer within the cell, cellular regulation, and protein synthesis

followed by their transport across membranes are just a few ex-

amples of crucial processes for healthy cellular function that

are regulated and mediated by various protein-protein and pro-

tein-lipid interactions (for review, see Westermarck et al., 2013).
Molecular Cell 82, January 20, 2022 293
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To perform these cellular functions, proteins form assemblies,

resulting in highly complex molecular machines. Analogous to

the terms genotype and phenotype, the term proteotype, which

describes the active, real-time state of the proteome in a cell

considering both the protein complement and organization,

was introduced recently (Röst et al., 2015). Cellular environ-

ments provide unique conditions for proteotype investigations,

and purification of certain macromolecular complexes inevitably

leads to their decomposition, deformation, or complete loss due

to low expression levels. In situ approaches circumvent purifica-

tion and are often the only approaches for obtaining insights into

the morphologies and behaviors of molecular assemblies inside

the cell (Watanabe et al., 2020; Burbaum et al., 2021; Peukes

et al., 2021). Similarly, protein networks within cells and on cell

surfaces require a bird’s-eye view to analyze their functionality

and higher-order organization (Mahamid et al., 2016; Brasch

et al., 2019).

The number of functional PPIs within a human cell is estimated

at �200,000 (Hein et al., 2015). As of now, no single approach

can address such complexity within a single experiment, and

therefore the development of multifaceted and comprehensive

system-wide strategies involving complementary methods are

needed. Proteome-wide screens (Krogan et al., 2006; Havugi-

mana et al., 2012), a combination of AP-MS and proximity-

dependent biotinylation identifications (BioID) calledmultiple ap-

proaches combined (MAC) (Liu et al., 2018), and multiple XL-MS

datasets have already successfully been generated in various in-

teractomics studies, establishing a basis for several public data-

bases: CORUM (Giurgiu et al., 2019), proteomics.fi (Liu et al.,

2018), and XlinkDB (Schweppe et al., 2016). However, purifica-

tion approaches do not preserve the native protein interaction

landscape, particularly in the case of weak or transient interac-

tions. With the capability of cryo-ET to visualize all interactions

directly inside the system, for large-MW proteins it is currently

possible to capture otherwise elusive (Guo et al., 2018; O’Reilly

et al., 2020) or, hypothetically, previously unknown protein as-

semblies without the use of labels by integrating cryo-ET with

MS proteomics analyses.

In situ cryo-ET captures a spatiotemporal snapshot of near-

native protein systems at unprecedented resolution. The spatial

context provides functional information through localizingprotein

complexes within cellular/biological environments (Gupta et al.,

2021). Additionally, observations of intermediate complex states

without introducing bias from labels or purification by biochem-

ical or genetic manipulation is only possible with in situ ap-

proaches (Erdmann et al., 2021). Another advantage of in situ ap-

proaches is the characterization of membrane proteins within

their native lipid environment. Investigating samples at near-

native conditions allows for more complete PPI profiles in mem-

brane regions (Yu et al., 2021a). An intermediate solution is to

recreate native lipid environments through vesicle formation

(Chen and Kudryashev, 2020). This approach was successfully

used togive unique insights into ryanodine receptor 1 (RyR1) acti-

vation, which filled structural gaps in models obtained with SPA.

System-wide in situ XL-MS and its limitations
From a single crosslinking experiment on lysed human cells,

thousands of crosslinks can routinely be detected (Klykov
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et al., 2018). In situ XL-MS experiments, however, would be

more appealing as these can be performed directly in the cell

without disrupting protein complexes. This approach so far has

successfully been applied to intact organelles with large trans-

port systems located on themembrane, including isolated nuclei

and mitochondria (Liu et al., 2017; Schweppe et al., 2017; Fasci

et al., 2018). Beyond organelles, in situ XL-MS has been applied

to biopolymers (Klykov et al., 2020), tissues (Chavez et al., 2018),

thylakoid membranes (Albanese et al., 2020), and mammalian

sperm cells (Leung et al., 2021). In the case of other types of

intact cells, the reports in the literature remain controversial

because all currently available and most widely used crosslink-

ing reagents, except for disuccinimidyl suberate (DSS), carry

charges, preventing their passage through the membrane.

Several studies have attempted to perform these experiments

with, for example, prokaryotes (O’Reilly et al., 2020) and eukary-

otes (Slavin et al., 2021), although other reports have highlighted

that the crosslinked peptides solely form in the extracellular

space (Armony et al., 2021).

In addition to the limitations described above, the efficiency of

the crosslinking reaction itself is not optimal with current re-

agents in terms of reaction conditions in buffer solution for cell

lysates and in situ, which highlights the need to explore further

chemistry. A decade ago, the number of detectable crosslinked

peptides from cell lysates was estimated to be a maximum of

4%–6% from the total amount of potentially crosslinked residues

(Leitner et al., 2010). Even after numerous advances in the field, a

large part of the proteome remains uncovered (Klykov et al.,

2018). High-density crosslinking (Belsom et al., 2016, 2017; Min-

tseris and Gygi, 2020) boosts the number of identifications

through either alternative reagent chemistry or combinations of

reagents. An arguably more elegant approach is to create novel

crosslinking reagents that incorporate an enrichable handle for

extraction of crosslinked peptides. The twomost successful ver-

sions of this concept are the protein interaction reporter (PIR)

linker, which incorporates a biotin handle (Zhong et al., 2017),

and PhoX, which carries a handle for an immobilized metal affin-

ity chromatography (IMAC) enrichment (Steigenberger et al.,

2019). By pulling the crosslinked peptide pairs from the back-

ground, significantly higher depth of analysis can be achieved.

Further optimizations are currently being explored with, for

example, extensive fractionation (Lenz et al., 2021), advanced

MS setups (Steigenberger et al., 2020), tailored data acquisition

approaches (Hauri et al., 2019; Giese et al., 2021), and more

robust reporting in terms of false-positive identifications (Lenz

et al., 2021). A combination of these modified reagents, techno-

logical advancements, and optimization of reagents’ membrane

permeability will undoubtedly further improve proteome-wide in

situ crosslinking results.

LABEL-FREE VISUAL PROTEOMICS

Challenges in visual proteomics
Currently, the cryo-FIB/SEM-ET workflow from sample prepara-

tion to tomogram analysis has several challenging aspects that

are continually being developed and improved, including (1) ob-

ject of interest identification/localization during cryo-FIB-milling

and in cryo-ET tomograms, (2) throughput of cryo-FIB-milling,
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tilt-series collection, and tomogram-processing workflows, and

(3) resolving repeating proteins smaller than several hundred kil-

odaltons to high resolutions.

Apart from quantitative and stoichiometric information of pro-

tein and protein complex abundances in cells, locating objects of

interest at the subcellular level may be supplemented by FLM,

cryo-FLM, and eventually cryo-SRLM (Bauerlein and Baumeis-

ter, 2021) of the specimen on the EM grid, which often require

fluorescent tags as labels. To retainmore native, label-free visual

proteomics information, a separate labeled specimen may be

prepared to confirm presence of the objects of interest, localize

those objects relative to organelles as landmarks, and obtain po-

tential initial models of objects of interest. Then this additional

knowledge can help guide localization during cryo-FIB-milling,

cryo-ET collection, and cryo-ET processing. Additional labels

for protein localization in tomograms, including metal and non-

metal tags (Silvester et al., 2021; Tan et al., 2021), may be bio-

chemically added to the labeled specimen to help identify and

understand the morphologies of the structures of interest in the

corresponding label-free specimen.

To address cryo-FIB-milling throughput, software automation

has recently been introduced both commercially and as open

source packages (Klumpe et al., 2021), new FIB-milling modal-

ities have been developed to increase the size of the lamellae

(Schaffer et al., 2019; Kelley et al., 2020), and commercial com-

panies are currently exploring using plasma sources for FIB-mill-

ing instead of gallium, which is expected to increase throughput

by several factors. Faster and more robust lamellae production

will require an increase in cryo-ET tilt-series collection

throughput, which may be overcome by the BISECT method

(Bouvette et al., 2021) for parallel tilt-series collection. As cryo-

ET tilt-series are collectedmore rapidly, the tomogram post-pro-

cessing pipeline will need to become more automated to ac-

count for the increased throughput. Multiple software projects

are heading in this direction, including a full pipeline for tilt-series

to high-resolution structure in EMAN2 (Chen et al., 2019), a full

community-based tomogram-processing pipeline using several

software packages (Burt et al., 2021), and a standalone fully

automated tomogram-processing pipeline by the Kudryashev

lab (refer to https://github.com/KudryashevLab/tomoBEAR).

The last of the challenges requires first localizing each individ-

ual object in the size range of the protein of interest, which is

especially difficult in the crowded and noisy tomogram environ-

ments. Increasing the contrast of cryo-ET tomograms by collect-

ing with a Volta-phase plate (Danev and Baumeister, 2016) or

laser-phase plate (Schwartz et al., 2019) in the cryo-TEM or by

applying deep learning denoising models (Buchholz et al.,

2018; Bepler et al., 2020; Tegunov et al., 2021) to the tomograms

will help, but likely will not allow these objects to be cleanly differ-

entiated. A new method for creating deep learning models to

significantly reduce tomogram anisotropicity, implemented in

IsoNet (Liu et al., 2021), will also help but not solve this challenge.

Once proteins of interest are localized, high-resolution sub-tilt-

series refinement pipelines (Himes and Zhang, 2018; Chen

et al., 2019; Tegunov and Cramer, 2019; Tegunov et al., 2021; Ki-

manius et al., 2021) may be used to maximize the resolution of

each segmented object. An alternative method for cases where

models of proteins or components exist may be to use a new
high-resolution template-matching software to directly and

confidently localize proteins of interest (Rickgauer et al., 2017).

Once all structures of interest are determined in a cryo-ET data-

set, those higher-resolution structuresmay bemapped back into

the tomogram scenes, with denoising and isotropic correction,

then combined with additional MS data from the specimen.

Such visual molecular encyclopedias will help researchers iden-

tify and quantify observed proteins and interactions versus those

predicted by MS and XL-MS of corresponding lysates. Subse-

quently, proteins and interactions that exist in MS studies but

are missing or in improper abundance in cryo-ET may be more

easily identified after the re-mapping procedure by computation-

ally subtracting known objects. With the ever-expanding Bio-

Image Archive (Ellenberg et al., 2018), a public repository for bio-

logical imaging and associated data, annotated datasets with

multiple data sources may be used to train future deep learning

models to discover signals and patterns (Mund et al., 2021)

within and across datasets that humans and other analysis

methods may miss.

Comprehensive structural characterization of cells and
tissues by MS and cryo-ET
According to the classical definition of visual proteomics (Nickell

et al., 2006), one of its goals is to complement and extend MS-

based inventories and to retrieve quantitative information of

the PPIs inside the cell. The first successful implementations of

this approach have been done in investigations of the spatial

proteome of T. acidophilium (Sun et al., 2007) and

L. interrogans (Beck et al., 2009). Visual proteomics together

with in situ cryo-ET requires that individual macromolecular

complexes are annotated within tomograms (Pyle and Zanetti,

2021). Although it is possible to get functional information of

certain targets with sophisticated visual proteomics approaches

(Erdmann et al., 2021; Martinez-Sanchez et al., 2020), in situ

cellular cryo-ET datasets are inherently crowded, complex,

and heterogeneous. Moreover, raw cryo-ET data are unlabeled.

While cells can be made to express fluorescent tags through ge-

netic engineering, current mainstream approaches to visualize

the expressed tags are limited to resolutions of several hundred

nanometers. Current methods and reports are only scraping the

surface of the wealth of information generated by in situ cryo-ET.

We postulate that to achieve the goals of visual proteomics to

characterize any cell of any size and every macromolecular as-

sembly, we should employ amodern variant of visual proteomics

wherein cryo-ET is complemented and extended with the MS-

based inventories. Here, we define the combination of MS and

cryo-ET as in situ label-free visual proteomics, along with any

future label-free extensions. The clear advantage of in situ la-

bel-free visual proteomics is that the specimens are perturbed

minimally from their native states during structural and interac-

tome investigations, with the only exception being crosslinking

for XL-MS studies.

The first layer of visual proteomics information of the cell would

be provided by shotgun MS (Figure 3A). In addition to qualitative

characterizations of samples, MS-based proteomics reports

relative or absolute amounts of the proteins present. Comple-

mentary quantitative information may then be retrieved from

cellular cryo-ET data in the form of localization of proteins and
Molecular Cell 82, January 20, 2022 295
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Figure 3. Label-free visual proteomics with
in situ shotgun proteomics, XL-MS, and
cryo-ET
(A) Cross-section of a cellular tomogram with
ribosome densities highlighted in green. In this
case, ribosome quantification performed with
shotgun proteomics would identify the relative
amount of ribosomes present in the sample as
opposed to quantification by means of visual
proteomics, which would omit the ribosomes not
present in the field of view (analogous to Albert
et al., 2019). Identification of the most abundant
proteins with shotgun MS allows for correlation of
the most-often-detected protein in the tomogram.
(B) Cross-section of a cellular tomogram with
ribosome highlighted in green and unidentified
ribosome-associated densities highlighted in red.
In this case, XL-MS would pinpoint the most
probable ribosome interaction partner and help to
identify those densities (analogous to O’Reilly
et al., 2020).
(C) Cross-section of a cellular tomogram high-
lighting the heterogeneous gingipain proteins in

orange. Additional conformational stabilization of gingipains by XL-MS reagents would reduce flexibility and help in the high-resolution cryo-ET pipeline
(analogous to Ke et al., 2020).
(D) Cross-section of a cellular tomogram with membrane-bound chemosensory arrays and unidentified associated densities highlighted in yellow and purple,
respectively. In this case, XL-MS along with quantitative shotgun MS data generated in parallel would help to identify unassigned densities, protein complex
orientation, and higher-order protein organization through protein self-links (analogous to Leung et al., 2021).
The cross-sections through the cellular tomograms are taken from the publicly available Atlas of Bacterial and Archaeal Cell Structure (https://www.
cellstructureatlas.org) with the protein densities assigned based on the information from the atlas. Figures 3A, 3B, and 3D represent data from M. hungatei
(10.22002/D1.1357) and Figure 3C are acquired on P. gingivalis (10.22002/D1.1578).
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their interactions relative to the cell interior. Both workflows

indeed correlate between each other very well, as has been

demonstrated by Albert et al., 2019. In this study, the authors

applied quantitative MS-based proteomics of cell lysates and

cryo-ET of lamellae generated from unicellular algae

C. reinhardtii, then assessed and compared the concentrations

of ribosomes, proteasomes, and Cdc48 protein. The ribosome

concentration was found to be identical in both methods, and

the concentrations of Cdc48 differed insubstantially. For protea-

somes, visual inspection of tomograms reported slightly lower

values due to the localization of proteasomes in nuclei, which

was not present on the tomograms. This study demonstrates

the power of label-free visual proteomics in protein quantification

by cryo-ET, yet it shows the need for additional proteomics vali-

dation by MS for the targets located in various subcellular com-

partments that are not yet identifiable in tomograms.

The possibility of performing in situ XL-MS alongside cryo-ET

appears to be the most attractive and potent combination of

methods for visualizing cellular proteomes (Figure 3B). The land-

mark study by O’Reilly et al., (2020) reporting the structure of the

expressome complex in action demonstrates the potential of

combining these approaches. Due to its relatively high sensi-

tivity, in situXL-MS led the investigators to discover the presence

of the active expressome complex, which was further structur-

ally characterized by cryo-ET. A total of 352 cryo-ET tilt-series

were collected from the control sample, and only 2.8% of the to-

tal number of ribosomal particles comprised the active expres-

some. While the extensive fractionation and data acquisition

for fractionated crosslinked samples generally takes longer

than cryo-ET acquisition, the straightforwardness and robust-

ness of XL-MS with the relatively well-established data analysis

pipeline makes it a powerful tool for capturing the in situ confor-
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mations of complexes prior to cryo-ET experiments. XL-MSmay

also be used to screen for abundant protein complexes without

requiring massive amounts of data or extensive fractionation,

and the whole pipeline can be performed in a matter of hours.

Together, the study by O’Reilly et al. showed the power of la-

bel-free visual proteomics by combining cryo-ET and XL-MS.

At the same time, it showed the need for improvements in the

pipeline, particularly with cryo-ET data processing.

While XL-MS of cellular specimens describes interactomes

unbiasedly, low-resolution information from cryo-ET provides a

precise landscape onto which information from XL-MS data

may bemapped. Due to its nominal low resolution, however, cor-

rect assignments of proteins within cryo-ET tomograms are

often problematic when few, if any, proteins are identified by

cryo-ET alone. XL-MS can shed light on interaction partners

when at least one component of a complex is assigned and

can provide an encyclopedia of protein complexes present in

the sample from which candidate complexes can be identified,

for example, by approximating size.Whenmost or all of the com-

ponents of a given protein complex are known, in situ XL-MS and

cryo-ET are technically capable of deciphering the interaction in-

terfaces. While cryo-ET alone can produce EM densities for

larger (several hundred kilodaltons) proteins with high abun-

dance within the cell at medium/high resolutions sufficient for

interaction studies, currently medium/high-resolution cryo-ET

is limited to very few cases (Schur et al., 2016; Tegunov et al.,

2021; Pyle and Zanetti, 2021), and integrative modeling rather

than de novo model building must be used to obtain the final

complex structure. When only low-resolution structures are

available for the low-abundant or transient protein complexes,

XL-MS restraints could be used alongside cryo-ET densities

for integrative modeling (O’Reilly et al., 2020). Alternatively,

https://www.cellstructureatlas.org
https://www.cellstructureatlas.org
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XL-MS distance restraints could help with the validation of the

interaction interfaces for the cryo-ET models, which has already

been done for purified targets (Meyer et al., 2019).

Like purified protein complexes ex situ, XL-MS is able to sta-

bilize protein complexes in situ prior to downstream analysis

(Hevler et al., 2021; Figure 3C). This approach has already

been combined with cryo-ET, though with a low-selectivity 4%

formaldehyde fixation reagent (Ke et al., 2020). It is important

to realize that crosslinking by fixation does not produce new con-

formations but potentially shifts the equilibrium toward certain

conformational states. This property can be used to target spe-

cific states in a conformational range. Moreover, with UV-acti-

vatable crosslinking reagents, timed snapshots of cellular sys-

tems of interest can be obtained. The UV moiety reacts within

the millisecond range and may be triggered at any moment

with UV light. This could (1) provide temporal context after a

cellular event or addition of a drug to the system and (2) lock

the system in a certain time-dependent conformational state

that will increase the number of particles in cryo-ET and therefore

increase the possibility of getting high-resolution EM density

maps. While the heterobifunctional UV-reactive reagents used

in high-density XL-MS are much more efficient than monofunc-

tional UV reagents, their application in situ is so far not possible

due to themassive number of generated crosslinked peptides. In

this case, a targeted approach with much lower throughput may

find an application (Yang et al., 2017).

The most important impact that XL-MS information may have

on cryo-ET data in the near future is to provide insights into the

biological function of large macromolecular assemblies. Leung

et al., 2021 show the potential for MS-based methods to supple-

ment cryo-ET data in terms of protein assignment and localiza-

tion, resulting in valuable biological insights. First, based on

low-resolution cryo-ET density maps, periodicity of the arrays,

and pore sizes, it was possible to identify the components of

repeating protein arrays in tomograms as voltage-dependent

anion channels (VDACs). Label-free visual proteomics quantifi-

cation detected VDAC2 and VDAC3 as the most abundant pro-

teins in the sample, and the crystal structures of VDAC2 fit the

cryo-ET densities. Next, from the interaction partners of

VDAC2/VDAC3 identified by in situ XL-MS, it was possible to

pinpoint glycerol kinase (GK) for fitting into one of the cryo-ET

densities. This visual proteomics approach allowed for integra-

tive model building, which was accomplished by first rigid-

body fitting of homology models of GK and VDAC2 with the

correct orientations of the GK-VDAC complexes chosen by the

XL-MS restraints (Figure 3D). Based on the results of this study,

it was possible to confirm the direct link between GK protein

arrays and submitochondrial reticulum.

While XL-MS can be performed label-free on various samples

without additional sample preparation steps, for cryo-ET, the

sample thickness is a limiting factor. O’Reilly et al., 2020 used

the M. pneumonia organism, which is thin enough (below

150 nm) for the electron beam to pass through, but in the case

of Leung et al., 2021, cryo-FIB-milling was required to create

TEM-transparent thin sections of their mammalian sperm cells.

Cryo-FIB-milling can create lamellae from almost any type of bio-

logical sample, including whole cells, vitrified organisms, and tis-

sues. While practically difficult, cryo-FIB-milling is being rapidly
developed with the introduction of automated milling software

solutions and new instrumentation (Klumpe et al., 2021; Tacke

et al., 2021) as well as advanced vitrification and milling tech-

niques (Schaffer et al., 2019; Kelley et al., 2020). Due to its ability

to create near-native cross-sections of biological specimens that

allow for the highest-resolution in situ 3D visualization by cryo-ET

tomograms, cryo-FIB-milling is rapidly being turned to by

biologists and biomedical scientists. We envision that, similar

to O’Reilly et al., 2020 and Leung et al., 2021, combining XL-

MS, cryo-FIB, and cryo-ET will lead to complementary in situ

characterizations of a wide variety of biological objects.

Analyzing samples with multiple techniques within the
same instrument
EM andMS are highly complementary approaches that are inter-

twined in terms of the biological questions they can answer. In a

long-term perspective, deeper integration of these methods into

a single rapid and efficient EM-MS pipeline would prove benefi-

cial for the structural biology research community. Here we

describe two integration concepts: (1) analyzing the same sam-

ple byMS and EMwith separate instruments and (2) coupling the

mass spectrometer into the TEM or SEM instruments.

Hardware integration of MS approaches into the EM pipeline

already exists. One of the first examples of such coupling was re-

ported by Mikhailov et al., 2014 based on nMS instrumentation.

In this setup, a mass spectrometer was employed to separate

ions on the fly followed by their soft landing on an EM grid for

subsequent negative-stain EM. Termed native electrospray

ion-beam deposition (ES-IBD), the approach possesses all the

limitations of both nMS and negative-staining EM, namely sam-

ple purity, potential perturbation of the native state of proteins in

vacuum, and the low resolution of negative-stain EM. Recently,

the approach was modified and implemented with current nMS

instruments for both negative-stain (Westphall et al., 2021) and

frozen (Esser et al., 2021) grid preparation. Frozen EM grid prep-

aration with ES-IBD is especially interesting, as this would poten-

tially allow for obtaining high-resolution structures. First, how-

ever, the issues of protein structure perturbation due to

exposure to vacuum, transfer through the instrument, dehydra-

tion, and landing on the EM grid must be solved. Coupling ES-

IBD with the online buffer-exchange setup discussed above (Va-

nAernum et al., 2020) would facilitate the speed of analysis and

improve the quality of EM grids by decreasing sample heteroge-

neity. Unfortunately, ES-IBD is not applicable for in situ studies,

as it is based on nMS, which works with purified samples.

Another pioneering integrative approach is deep visual prote-

omics (DVP; Mund et al., 2021). DVP requires immunofluores-

cence labeling (for cells) or immunohistochemical staining (for

tissues)andemployshigh-resolutionconfocal imaging,ultrasensi-

tive proteomics pipelines, and deep learning image analysis for

single-cell phenotyping and isolation. To excise the regions of in-

terest (ROIs), automated laser microdissection is performed,

excising ROIs with a precision of 200 nm. The proof-of-concept

study demonstrates utility for both cellular and tissue samples.

For cells, DVP correlates cellular phenotypes, heterogeneity,

and changes on a proteome level, whereas for tissues, DVP can

pinpoint disease-specific protein targets across single cell types

and quantify the spatial diversity of those targets. The primary
Molecular Cell 82, January 20, 2022 297
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Figure 4. Integration of EM and MS hardware
(A–D) The front view of aG3 Titan Krios column showing an available octagon port (A, B) and a back view of the same column showing an adaptor for a residual gas
analyzer (RGA) that is connected to the vacuum manifold (C, D). There is an extra octagon port available in the front of a G3 Titan Krios TEM column with ample
space within the enclosure (not shown).
(E) Image of the RGA itself, which allows for measuring of low-MW contaminants in the TEM column. Instrument parts containing mass analyzers are highlighted
with red boxes.
(F) Schematic representation of a combined EM and MS instrument for real-time localization of ROIs. The sample is ionized in the area close to the ROI with high
precision, and then ions are guided toward the advanced mass analyzer, which is schematically represented as an orbitrap. After confirming the presence of the
protein target in the vicinity, the ROI is either imaged by TEM or subjected to FIB-milling.
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limiting factor in DVP is the requirement for room-temperature

samples, which places the higher-resolution in situ cryo-ET

methods out of reach. A modified DVP pipeline with integrated

cryo-ET imaging could open frontiers well beyond our current

boundaries, including simultaneous structural and visual cellular-

wide characterization of proteins and protein complexes on nano-

meter andsub-nanometer scales. Integrationof cryo-EM/ETpipe-

lines into DVP will allow retrieval in medium/high-resolution of

structural information from in situ samples supplemented with

MS identification and quantification of the targets of interest.

One way to combine DVP and cryo-EM/ET would involve thawing

of the sample after imaging.Cells or tissues typicallymaintain their

nativepropertieswhile in a vitreous state, and in theory, intact cells

with thin edges�200 nmor thinner may be imaged in cryo-ET in a

vitreous state, then thawed and localized with single-cell isolation

and laser microdissection. The amount of protein material in this

case is severely limited even for advanced single-cell proteomics

(scP)MSapproaches (Specht et al., 2021) and represents thema-

jor challengeof theproposedworkflow.Apossible alternativemay

be to decrease the correlation accuracy of EM visualization and

MS identifications from a single imaged cell area to whole grid

square, which for cell thin-edge experiments contains a handful

of cells and will partially circumvent the sensitivity issue. Another

way to increase the amount of proteinmaterial is to applymodified
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DVP to a specimen prepared with the waffle method (Kelley et al.,

2020) or cryo-liftout (Schaffer et al., 2019), where the amount of

sample in the grid square is even higher than in a thin-edge cell

experiment. For such cryo-FIB-milled samples and precise corre-

lation of imaged areas on lamellae, a thawing strategy would

require isolating previously imaged lamellae prior to MS analysis,

which may be possible with the cryo-liftout capabilities that are

already integrated into modern cryo-FIB-milling instruments. A

challenge for all post-cryo-EM/ETMSanalyseswill beovercoming

the radiation damage that has already accrued onto the sample

during cryo-TEM collection. Performing MS experiments on the

exact areas after TEM imaging could provide insight into the radi-

ationdamage throughquantifying the accruedchemicalmodifica-

tions. In the end,weanticipate that a reliablemethodwill be devel-

oped to combine cellular in situ cryo-ET spatial information with

MS to assign specific proteins and interactions to specific tomo-

gram densities inside the cell.

Protein assignment in the rich in situ cellular environment is a

complicated task. The identification process would be signifi-

cantly facilitated whenMS is directly coupled or integrated inside

the TEM instrument. As MSmethods are destructive by their na-

ture, the only possible combination is to perform MS analysis on

the sample after EM imaging is done. The sensitivity limitation

would be less pronounced as the sample would be directly
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transferred into the MS instrument. Cryo-TEM instrumentation

equipped with a vacuum port (Figures 4A–4D) can be coupled

to quadrupole-based residual gas analyzers (RGA, Figure 4E)

for identifying low-MW contaminants present in the microscope

column. Extending the quadrupoles with advanced ion traps, or-

bitraps, or time-of-flight (TOF) detectors would be the next step

toward identifying proteins and peptides. While several technical

parameters regarding hardware placements and connections

between the instruments have yet to be established, the most

difficult part is the ionization of the vitrified sample. Advanced

extraction techniques like liquid extraction surface analysis

(LESA, Griffiths et al., 2019) allow intact protein sampling from

glass slides and even thin tissue sections of thawed intact cells.

While ionization directly from vitreous ice is currently not

feasible, protein sampling from cryo-FIB-milled and then thawed

tissue lamellae may be possible. LESA coupled to nMS is so far

limited to maximum 800 kDa proteins ionized from a glass slide,

or maximum 80 kDa for thin tissue slices. Currently, native LESA-

MS does not have a limitation on heterogeneity due to the small

number of proteins ionized, but in the future further digestion into

peptides followed by shotgun proteomics approaches might be

necessary to identify all the proteins present. If this is the case,

online protein digestion (Villegas et al., 2019) together with mi-

croreactors and immobilized proteases must also be integrated

into the coupled EM-MS instrument.

While MS can be performed post-TEM imaging for identifica-

tion purposes, real-time integration of MS into SEM or TEM in-

struments would help target ROIs analogous to cryo-FLMs, but

without labeling requirements. Cryo-FLM currently suffers from

low-resolution (typically several hundred nanometers), and

even with the most advanced imaging solutions, localizing the

ROIs and guiding cryo-FIB-milling and cryo-TEM imaging are

not straightforward. With a mass spectrometer inside the cryo-

SEM/TEM instrument, real-time navigation of FIB-milling and

TEM imagingmay be successfully combinedwith cryo-FLM nav-

igation for better precision (Figure 4F). Additionally, due to the

nature of MS analyses and destroying samples during ionization,

the exact ROI should be kept intact, making this approach viable

only if the ionization precision is better than cryo-FLM precision.

TOF mass analyzers are already integrated into FIB-SEM instru-

ments and are used in material science (Rickard et al., 2020),

leaving the sample ionization from within the vitreous ice while

avoiding the sample devitrification as the major challenge.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The tremendousadvances in cryo-EM/ET and structuralMSfields

with regards to resolution in cryo-EM/ET and depth of analysis in

MS have enabled the detection of protein-protein interactions on

a system-wide scale with molecular precision. Label-free visual

proteomics, described here as the combination of cryo-EM/ET

and MS on in situ cell/tissue specimens, produces near-native

structures combined with interaction networks that allow for

more accurate and comprehensive cell/tissue specimen descrip-

tions. Supplementing label-free specimens of interest with fluo-

rescently labeled counterparts for additional localizability may

further increase the number of biological and biomedical ques-

tions thatmay be answered, particularlywith future developments
in cryo-SRLMs. Further development of deep learning ap-

proaches to data analysis, such as AlphaFold, DVP, and cryo-ET

tomogram unsupervised segmentation and classification, will

continually reduce the data-processing bottleneck of these highly

dense datasets while simultaneously improving data interpret-

ability.We envision that label-free visual proteomicswill bewidely

applied for comprehensive, high-resolution, near-native structural

interactomic studies of cells and tissues for the foreseeable future.
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